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Abstract

Time series are extensively used in finance, healthcare, IoT, and smart cities. However, in many applications, time series often contain personal information, so releasing them publicly can pose privacy risks. Differential privacy has recently emerged as the state-of-the-art approach for safeguarding data privacy. Unfortunately, adapting differential privacy to time series presents unique challenges compared to other data types due to their large volume, temporal correlations, and dynamic nature. To address users’ demands for time series analysis while simultaneously protecting privacy, a significant body of research works have been proposed. The aim of this survey is to summarize these works and provide a holistic view of the DP mechanisms under differential privacy. Furthermore, we will discuss the challenges associated with time series release, especially in one of its most prevalent applications — location based services. Finally, we will explore open challenges and shed light on directions for future research.

1 Introduction

Time series are being generated on a large scale across a wide range of application domains, such as IoT, finance, healthcare monitoring, operational event logs, and smart home sensors. For example, smart home devices such as thermostats and humidity sensors generate continuous time series on environmental conditions, tracking temperature fluctuations and moisture levels to optimize home climate control based on user activities. Additionally, trajectories represent a unique type of time series that contain both spatial and temporal information, such as GPS data tracking the movement of vehicles or individuals. To facilitate the analysis of time series and support various downstream tasks, numerous methods have been proposed, ranging from traditional statistical techniques, such as ARIMA \cite{1} and exponential smoothing \cite{2}, to advanced machine learning models, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) networks \cite{3}. However, a key issue in these time series applications is privacy. Since many data sources such as smart home sensors and location trajectories contain individuals’ private information, the direct release or analysis of such time series can lead to significant privacy violations. Consequently, developing privacy-preserving mechanisms for time series analysis is essential.

Differential privacy (DP) \cite{4} is a paradigm of privacy-preserving mechanisms that provides a theoretical privacy guarantee and has been further extended to the local setting to accommodate more general scenarios \cite{5, 6}.

\* Dr. Qingqing Ye is the corresponding author.
Numerous DP mechanisms have been developed to support various queries [7, 8, 9], including estimating statistics such as frequency [7, 10] and mean [11], ensuring that the privacy of individuals in the dataset is protected even when aggregate information is released. Recently, research has shifted towards more complex applications, such as graph data mining [12] and machine learning problems [13]. Techniques such as differentially private stochastic gradient descent (DP-SGD) [14, 15] have been developed to train machine learning models with differential privacy guarantees, enabling the use of private datasets for tasks like classification and prediction without compromising individuals’ privacy. It is worth noting that differential privacy is also being explored in the context of time series [16, 17, 19]. This involves developing new mechanisms capable of handling the features of time series, ensuring that privacy is maintained.

Nevertheless, time series data present more challenges compared to other types of data due to their large volume, temporal correlation, and dynamic nature. The large volume, in particular, poses significant issues for privacy models, as protecting every element of a time series would degrade utility. To address this challenge, three privacy levels have been proposed [19]: event-level privacy, which protects a single element in the time series; w-event level privacy, which provides a privacy guarantee for w consecutive elements; and user-level privacy, which protects all elements associated with an individual. To enhance utility, sampling and filtering-based mechanisms [18], as well as privacy budget allocation strategies [19], have been suggested. Additionally, the correlations between elements can lead to privacy breaches [20], necessitating countermeasures to confine these correlations [21, 22]. Given numerous research efforts in this field, a taxonomy is necessary to summarize the existing works and identify areas for future research.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no up-to-date and comprehensive survey specifically for time series under differential privacy. Dwork and Roth [23] coauthored a comprehensive survey on differential privacy, which seems outdated now in terms of state-of-the-art techniques. More recently, there are two surveys from Zhao et al. [24, 25] focusing on the concepts and applications of differential privacy, but they do not extensively cover time series. Miranda-Pascual et al. [26] conducted a survey on trajectory data publication, which mainly talks about downstream tasks with little emphasis on privacy preservation. The most relevant survey on time series under differential privacy is by Katsomallos et al. [27]. However, since it was published in 2019, the paper does not reflect current technical trends, such as LDP, which now accounts for a crucial portion of privacy-preserving time series research.

In this survey, we aim to provide a comprehensive review of research works on time series under differential privacy. The main contents and paper organization are summarized as follows.

- **Section 2: Fundamental concepts of time series and differential privacy.** We first introduce the basic concepts of time series and differential privacy, including the definitions of differential privacy and the composition theorems. Additionally, we elucidate the three privacy levels specifically defined within the context of time series.

- **Section 3: Count queries and corresponding advanced queries.** We begin with an introduction to count queries, and then present two core techniques for their realization: the binary tree-based mechanism [17] and the matrix mechanism [28]. Following this, we discuss advanced queries, such as frequency and histogram estimations, which are based on count queries. Finally, we explore downstream applications derived from count queries.

- **Section 4: Sum/mean queries and downstream applications.** We list sum and mean queries together due to their inherent correlation. Following the introduction of sum and mean queries, we present the developed mechanisms for these queries. Subsequently, we review the literature on downstream applications.

- **Section 5: Time series release.** We classify the literature into two categories: methods based on value perturbation and methods based on synthesis. For value perturbation-based methods, we first review privacy budget allocation strategies and then present the optimization strategies to improve utility. We
then introduce the synthesis-based methods, including those based on statistics and generative models. Additionally, we discuss the privacy models of the time series mechanisms and review a line of work that perturbs the temporal order rather than the values to accommodate value-critical scenarios.

- **Section 6: Location based services and trajectory release.** Given that location based services are common applications under differential privacy, we dedicate a section to discussing the relevant literature. To improve the utility, geo-indistinguishability [29] was proposed to constrain the perturbation domain. Moreover, due to the apparent temporal correlation, the relationships between locations need to be considered. Finally, we present mechanisms designed for trajectory release based on perturbation and synthesis.

- **Section 7: Open challenges.** We present a few future research directions for DP-based time series in terms of privacy model, potential correlation-based attacks, complex data type, and learning based problems.

## 2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first introduce the basic concepts of differential privacy and differential privacy for time series. As for the latter, we mainly focus on different privacy levels of DP mechanisms used to analyze time series.

### 2.1 Differential Privacy

Differential privacy is a rigorous and practical formalization that provides a quantitative measure of privacy leakage for an individual when participating in a database [4]. In the nearly 20 years since its inception, differential privacy has become widely adopted as a privacy-preserving framework. Many companies, such as Microsoft [30], Google [31], and Apple [32], utilize differential privacy to collect users’ data while providing privacy guarantees. Additionally, the US Census Bureau adopted differential privacy for the 2020 decennial census [33].

Based on utilization scenarios, differential privacy can be broadly categorized into centralized differential privacy (CDP) and local differential privacy (LDP) [6]. Centralized differential privacy requires a trusted third party to act as the data curator, collecting data from users and releasing the processed results to the public. The trusted third party is assumed to safeguard private information and not disclose it. However, in many situations, such a trusted third party may not exist. Consequently, local differential privacy has been proposed, allowing data to be sanitized locally before being uploaded. These two different scenarios are depicted in Fig 1, and their formal definitions are provided below.

![Centralized Differential Privacy](image1)
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**Figure 1:** An illustration for centralized differential privacy and local differential privacy. In the context of centralized differential privacy, a trusted third party collects original data from users and adds noise to the processed result. In contrast, under local differential privacy, users add noise to their data locally before uploading the noised data to the untrusted third party.
2.1.1 Centralized Differential Privacy (CDP)

Before delving into the formal definition of centralized differential privacy, it is important to first elucidate some underlying concepts. We start with the definition of neighboring datasets.

**Definition 2.1:** [Neighboring Datasets [23, 24, 34]] Two datasets $D$ and $D'$ are neighboring if they only differ by only one record. In Unbounded CDP, $D$ can be obtained from $D'$ by adding or removing one record, whereas in Bounded DP, $D$ can be obtained from $D'$ by replacing one record.

**Definition 2.2:** [($\epsilon, \delta$)-Centralized Differential Privacy (($\epsilon, \delta$)-CDP) [23, 24, 34]] A randomized mechanism $\mathcal{M}$ satisfies ($\epsilon, \delta$)-centralized differential privacy if and only if for any two neighboring datasets $D, D'$, and any possible output $R \subseteq \text{Range}(\mathcal{M})$, there is

$$\Pr[\mathcal{M}(D) = R] \leq e^\epsilon \cdot \Pr[\mathcal{M}(D') = R] + \delta.$$

When $\delta = 0$, $\mathcal{M}$ satisfies $\epsilon$-centralized differential privacy.

2.1.2 Local Differential Privacy (LDP)

As we aforementioned, local differential privacy is adopted in a local mode. Compared with CDP, LDP requires more added noise to ensure privacy but does not need a trusted third party. Therefore, neighboring datasets in LDP can be any input from users.

**Definition 2.3:** [($\epsilon, \delta$)-local differential privacy (($\epsilon, \delta$)-LDP) [24, 34]] A randomized mechanism $A$ satisfies ($\epsilon, \delta$)-local differential privacy if and only if for any inputs $v, v'$, and any possible output $r \subseteq \text{Range}(A)$, there is

$$\Pr[A(v) = r] \leq e^\epsilon \cdot \Pr[A(v') = r] + \delta.$$

When $\delta = 0$, $A$ satisfies $\epsilon$-local differential privacy which is also called pure-LDP [7].

2.1.3 Composition Theorems

Under differential privacy (both CDP and LDP), there are two useful composition theorems [34]: sequential composition and parallel composition.

**Definition 2.4:** [Sequential Composition [34]] Given a dataset $x$, and two mechanisms $M_1, M_2$ satisfy $(\epsilon_1, \delta_1)$-DP and $(\epsilon_2, \delta_2)$-DP, respectively, the mechanism $M = (M_1(x), M_2(x))$ satisfies $(\epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2, \delta_1 + \delta_2)$-DP.

**Definition 2.5:** [Parallel Composition [34]] Given a mechanism $M$ satisfy $(\epsilon, \delta)$-DP, and the $k$ disjoint separations of the dataset $x$ (i.e., $x_1 \cup x_2 \cup \cdots \cup x_k = x$), the release $M(x_1), M(x_2), \cdots, M(x_k)$ satisfies $(\epsilon, \delta)$-DP.

2.1.4 Pufferfish Privacy

When providing privacy guarantees for correlated time series, differential privacy faces the challenge of excessive noise addition. Specifically, group differential privacy [23] necessitates adding $O(T)$ noise for a correlated time series with length $T$, leading to significant utility degradation. To address correlated data, pufferfish privacy, a generalized version of differential privacy, was proposed [35]. In addition to the privacy budget $\epsilon$, pufferfish privacy requires three additional parameters [36]: a set of secrets $S$ representing users’ private data, a set of secret pairs $\mathcal{Q} \subseteq S \times S$ that must remain indistinguishable, and a class of data distribution $\Theta$ indicating the correlation.

**Definition 2.6:** [\mbox{$\epsilon$-Pufferfish Privacy} [36]] Given the parameters $S, \mathcal{Q},$ and $\Theta$, a randomized mechanism $M$ satisfies $\epsilon$-pufferfish privacy if $\forall \theta \in \Theta$ with $X \sim \theta$, $\forall (s_i, s_j) \in \mathcal{Q}$, $\forall w \in \text{Range}(M)$, there is

$$\Pr[M(X) = w|s_i, \theta] \leq e^\epsilon \cdot \Pr[M(X) = w|s_j, \theta],$$

when $\Pr[s_i|\theta] \neq 0$ and $\Pr[s_j|\theta] \neq 0$.  
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2.1.5 Differential Privacy Mechanisms

Given that noise addition from a distribution is a fundamental implementation of differential privacy, this technique is extensively used for statistical estimation. Numerous applications rely on count queries, including frequency estimation, histogram estimation, and top-k item mining. Korolova et al. [37] introduced a mechanism for releasing search log histograms by adding Laplace noise. Xiao et al. [38] proposed a wavelet-based mechanism to release range count queries. In the context of LDP, Wang et al. [7] reviewed existing mechanisms for frequency estimation and introduced two optimized approaches. Li et al. [11] developed a mechanism for estimating numerical data distributions. Wang et al. [9] proposed a prefix extension mechanism to identify the top-k frequent items within a large domain. Beyond count queries, many applications focus on sum or mean queries. Wang et al. [39] devised a mechanism with optimized perturbation probability for numerical data under LDP. Xue et al. [40] introduced a mean estimation mechanism that supports personalized privacy budgets for each user. Zhou et al. [41] developed a mechanism to estimate the mean of sparse vectors. To incorporate data knowledge, Wei et al. [42] proposed an optimized mean estimation mechanism based on data distribution estimated in the initial phase under LDP. Beyond statistical estimations, data release for downstream tasks is another critical application. Ye et al. [43] proposed a mechanism to release edge information for clustering coefficient estimation. Ma et al. [44] developed a mechanism to construct decision trees under LDP, enhancing utility through the adoption of public data. Additionally, since the introduction of Differentially Private Stochastic Gradient Descent (DP-SGD) [14], numerous privacy-preserving learning-based mechanisms have been proposed under differential privacy.

Across the various scenarios, time series represent a unique research field due to their sequential nature and temporal dependencies. This adds complexity to ensuring differential privacy while maintaining data utility. In the following sections, we will introduce the concepts of time series under differential privacy.

2.2 Differential Privacy for Time Series

In this subsection, we will introduce the concept of time series and the specific definitions of differential privacy for time series, including various privacy levels. Additionally, we will provide a concise roadmap of this survey.

2.2.1 Time Series

In general, a time series is regarded an ordered sequence of values with finite length [45], while data streams are continuously generated sequences with infinite length [46]. For ease of presentation, both are referred to as “time series” in this paper, encompassing both finite and infinite settings.

**Definition 2.7:** [Time Series [45, 46, 47]] A time series $S$ is an ordered sequences of values, i.e., $S = \{S_1, S_2, S_3, \cdots\}$. For simplicity, the timestamp is usually omitted, and a time series is denoted as $S = \{S_1, S_2, S_3, \cdots\}$. If any element $S_i \in \mathbb{R}$, the time series is called a univariate infinite time series. Otherwise, the time series is a multivariate infinite time series if $S_i \in \mathbb{R}^d$, namely, each element is with $d$ dimensions.

Note that if a time series has a finite length, it is called a finite time series. Otherwise, it is referred to as an infinite time series.

2.2.2 Privacy Levels

In the context of time series, three major privacy levels have been proposed based on the privacy guarantees. Event-level privacy only protects a single element within a time series, $w$-event level privacy provides a privacy guarantee for a sequence of $w$ consecutive elements, and user-level privacy protects the entire time series. The corresponding definitions are provided below, with illustrations depicted in Fig. 2.
**Definition 2.8:** [Event-Level Adjacent Time Series [19]] For two time series $S$ and $S'$, they are event-level adjacent if

1) There exists a timestamp $i$, $S_i \neq S'_i$;

2) For any other timestamp $j$, $S_j = S'_j$.

**Definition 2.9:** [Event-Level Privacy [19]] A randomized mechanism $\mathcal{M}$ satisfies $(\epsilon, \delta)$-event-level differential privacy if and only if for any two event-level adjacent time series $S$, $S'$, and any possible output $R \subseteq \text{Range}(\mathcal{M})$, there is

$$\Pr[\mathcal{M}(S) = R] \leq e^\epsilon \cdot \Pr[\mathcal{M}(S') = R] + \delta.$$ 

When $\delta = 0$, $\mathcal{M}$ satisfies $\epsilon$-event-level differential privacy.

**Definition 2.10:** [w-Event Level Adjacent Time Series [19]] For two time series $S$ and $S'$, they are $w$-event level adjacent if

1) There exists $w$ consecutive timestamp $\{k, k+1, \cdots, k+w-1\}$ and for any $i \in \{k, k+1, \cdots, k+w-1\}$, $S_i \neq S'_i$;

2) For any other timestamp $j$, $S_j = S'_j$.

**Definition 2.11:** [w-Event Level Privacy] A randomized mechanism $\mathcal{M}$ satisfies $(\epsilon, \delta)$-$w$-event level differential privacy if and only if for any two $w$-event level adjacent time series $S$, $S'$, and any possible output $R \subseteq \text{Range}(\mathcal{M})$, there is

$$\Pr[\mathcal{M}(S) = R] \leq e^\epsilon \cdot \Pr[\mathcal{M}(S') = R] + \delta.$$ 

When $\delta = 0$, $\mathcal{M}$ satisfies $\epsilon$-$w$-event level differential privacy.

**Definition 2.12:** [User-Level Adjacent Time Series] For two time series $S$ and $S'$, they are user-level adjacent if for all timestamps $t_{ui} = \{t_1, t_2, \cdots, t_k\}$ from any user $u_i$, there is $S_j \neq S'_j, \forall j \in t_{ui}$. Note that $t_{ui}$ can be infinite for infinite time series.

**Definition 2.13:** [User-Level Privacy] A randomized mechanism $\mathcal{M}$ satisfies $(\epsilon, \delta)$-user-level differential privacy if and only if for any two user-level adjacent time series $S$, $S'$, and any possible output $R \subseteq \text{Range}(\mathcal{M})$, there is

$$\Pr[\mathcal{M}(S) = R] \leq e^\epsilon \cdot \Pr[\mathcal{M}(S') = R] + \delta.$$ 

When $\delta = 0$, $\mathcal{M}$ satisfies $\epsilon$-user-level differential privacy.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2: An illustration for privacy levels. In terms of event-level privacy, there is only one element different in the neighboring datasets. While for the $w$-event level privacy, there are $w$ consecutive elements that differ in the neighboring datasets. For user-level privacy, all the elements from any user can be different in the neighboring datasets. Note that under LDP, the two user-level adjacent time series are from different users, which means the elements could be entirely different.

Obviously, event-level privacy provides the lowest level of privacy but requires the least amount of noise. Conversely, user-level privacy guarantees the strongest privacy but necessitates the largest amount of noise, which can significantly degrade utility.
2.3 Roadmap of This Survey

Since count queries and sum/mean queries are fundamental statistical operations, many advanced queries and downstream applications are derived from them. This survey begins with a review on count queries, followed by a discussion of sum/mean queries. Each subsection on these queries starts with an introduction to the concepts, followed by a review of their downstream applications. Subsequently, we introduce data release mechanisms designed to publicize data for downstream tasks. Given the popularity of location based services in time series applications, we dedicate a separate section to trajectories, reviewing the literature on location perturbation, temporal correlation issues, and trajectory release. To suggest future directions, we propose open challenges related to privacy models, temporal correlation-based attacks, complex data types, and learning-based problems. The roadmap for this survey is illustrated in Fig. 3.

3 Differential Privacy for Count Queries

In this section, we introduce the concept of count queries within the framework of differential privacy, a topic that has garnered substantial research attention.

3.1 Essential Information of Count Queries

For a time series \( S \) comprising categorical values with length \( t \) (\( t \) can be \( \infty \)), a count query can be formally expressed as follow:

\[
F_{cnt}(v, S) = \sum_{i=1}^{t} 1_{v}(x_i),
\]
where \( 1_v(x_i) \) denotes the indicator function, defined below:
\[
1_v(x_i) := \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } x_i = v, \\
0 & \text{if } x_i \neq v. 
\end{cases}
\]

Count queries are fundamental in the context of differential privacy, as they form the basis for other tasks, such as frequency and histogram estimations. Compared with other scenarios, applying count queries to time series presents unique challenges. Time series arrives as a continuous stream, necessitating the injection of a larger amount of noise to provide the desired privacy guarantees due to continuous release of query results.

### 3.2 Core Techniques in Count Queries

For continuously releasing a finite time series, a naive approach is to release each element with the entire privacy budget \( \epsilon \) [17]. However, such a method would introduce substantial additive noise, leading to low utility with an error bound of \( O\left( \sqrt{T} \epsilon \right) \). Dwork et al. [16] proposed the first work to handle binary time series under event-level CDP with a logarithm error bound. However, this mechanism is limited to time series with finite length \( T \). Subsequently, Chan et al. [17] improved the mechanism to support the release of infinite binary time series. Both of these works employ a tree-based method to enhance utility. The binary tree mechanism [17], illustrated in Fig. 4, ensures that each release influences at most one node at each level for finite time series. Consequently, each node only needs to add noise corresponding to the privacy budget \( \epsilon (\log T + 1) \). To guarantee a logarithm error bound for infinite time series [17, 48], more binary trees will be construed. Since the update of one element only influences one tree, each tree will be allocated an entire privacy budget. More details can be referred to Fig. 4.

![Figure 4: Here is an illustration of binary tree mechanism for time series count query under event-level CDP. For finite time series [1, 8] (i.e., \( T = 8 \)), the count query result for the range [1, 6] is specified as \( \tilde{F}_{\text{cut}}(v, [1, 6]) = F_{\text{cut}}(v, [1, 4]) + F_{\text{cut}}(v, [5, 6]) + 2 \cdot \text{Lap}(\frac{\log T + 1}{\epsilon}) \), where \( \text{Lap}(\cdot) \) is drawn from the Laplace distribution with zero mean. For an infinite time series, multiple binary trees will be constructed. Since a change in any single element only influences one tree, each tree will be allocated an entire privacy budget. The overall privacy budget consumption of the mechanism is \( \epsilon \), which can be calculated using parallel composition [34]. For example, \( \tilde{F}_{\text{cut}}(v, [1, 12]) = \tilde{F}_{\text{cut}}(v, [1, 1]) + \tilde{F}_{\text{cut}}(v, [2, 3]) + \tilde{F}_{\text{cut}}(v, [4, 7]) + \tilde{F}_{\text{cut}}(v, [8, 11]) + \tilde{F}_{\text{cut}}(v, [12, 12]) \).

In addition to the tree-based structure, another approach to handle time series under differential privacy is based on the matrix mechanism [28, 49]. Without privacy concerns, a count query \( \mathcal{M} \) for binary time series \( x \) with length \( n \) can be specified as
\[
\mathcal{M}(x) = Mx = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & \cdots \\
1 & 1 & 0 & \cdots \\
1 & 1 & 1 & \cdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots \end{bmatrix} x = \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\
x_1 + x_2 \\
\vdots \\
\sum_1^n x_i \end{bmatrix}.
\]

Based on this formulation, the matrix mechanism is employed to release data streams under \((\epsilon, \delta)\)-DP for further error reduction. Given a workload matrix \( M \), the strategy matrix \( R \) and reconstruction matrix \( L \) are first
constructed, denoted as \( M = LR \). The strategy matrix \( R \) is utilized to pre-process the input \( x \). After adding a Gaussian noise vector \( z \) to the processed term \( Rx \), a post-processing step \( L \) is applied. In summary, for an input time series \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \), the matrix mechanism is denoted as

\[
\mathcal{M}_{L,R}(x) = L(Rx + z),
\]

where \( z \sim N(0, \|R\|_2^{-2}C_{\epsilon,\delta}^2I) \) to ensure \((\epsilon, \delta)\)-DP, \( \|R\|_2^{-2} \) is the maximum of the 2-norm of the columns of the strategy matrix \( R \). The additive mean squared error \( \text{err}_{L2} \) of the matrix mechanism is

\[
\text{err}_{L2}(\mathcal{M}_{L,R}, \mathcal{M}, n) = \max_{x \in \mathbb{R}^n} \mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{1}{n} \|\mathcal{M}_{L,R}(x) - \mathcal{M}(x)\|_2^2 \right] = \frac{1}{n} \text{trace}(L^T L)\|R\|_2^{-2}C_{\epsilon,\delta}^2.
\]

Hence, the matrix mechanism can be regarded as an optimization problem. For more comprehensive information, we recommend reading the work by Henzinger et al. [49].

### 3.3 Advanced Queries Based on Count Queries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Privacy Level</th>
<th>Method Primitive</th>
<th>Error Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binary Counting</td>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>finite</td>
<td>event-level CDP</td>
<td>binary tree mechanism</td>
<td>( O(\frac{1}{\epsilon} \cdot (\log^{1.5} t)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>infinite</td>
<td>event-level CDP</td>
<td>binary tree mechanism</td>
<td>( O(\frac{1}{\epsilon} \cdot (\log^{1.5} t)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>infinite</td>
<td>user-level CDP</td>
<td>binary tree mechanism</td>
<td>( O(\frac{\kappa(D_t)}{\epsilon} \cdot \log^{1.5} t \cdot \log^{1+\theta}(\kappa(D_t))) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>infinite</td>
<td>event-level ((\epsilon, \delta))-CDP</td>
<td>matrix mechanism</td>
<td>( O(\frac{\kappa(D_t)}{\epsilon} \cdot \log^{1+\theta}(\kappa(D_t))) \cdot \log(tR/\beta) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Estimation</td>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>finite</td>
<td>event-level zCDP</td>
<td>multi-branch tree</td>
<td>( O(\tau \log T \sqrt{2(s + 1)(t - 1) \log(6T/\beta)}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>infinite</td>
<td>user-level CDP</td>
<td>binary tree mechanism</td>
<td>( O(\frac{\kappa(D_t)}{\epsilon} \cdot \log^{1+\theta}(\kappa(D_t))) \cdot \log(tR/\beta) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinct Elements Counting</td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>finite</td>
<td>user-level CDP</td>
<td>bipartite maximum matching</td>
<td>( O(\frac{1}{\epsilon} \cdot \log(\frac{\max}{\beta})) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A brief summary of count-based queries, where \( t \) indicates the current timestamp, \( T \) is the length of the time series, \( D \) represents the dataset, \( \kappa(D_t) \) denotes the maximum number of elements contributed by any user, \( \tau \) is the privacy level of zero-concentrated differential privacy (zCDP) [52], \( \theta \) is any small constant, \( \ell \) is the sensitivity (\( \ell \_s \) represents the bounded sensitivity), and \( \beta \) is the confidence parameter.  

Based on basic binary count queries, numerous other types of count queries have been proposed, including frequency estimation, frequency moment estimation, and distinct element counting. A brief summary of the literature is presented in Table 1. Cardoso et al. [50] introduced differentially private histograms in the continual observation model with an unknown domain. To facilitate practical implementation, the authors propose a mechanism that continually returns a noisy histogram by aggregating counts at each round and adding noise to them. Dong et al. [48] proposed a mechanism to estimate frequency under user-level CDP. Since a user may contribute multiple elements to the time series, the mechanism first estimates each user’s contribution and then applies a truncation process to retain only a limited number of elements per user, marking subsequent items as invalid. Furthermore, the proposed approach reduces the domain of elements to further enhance the utility of frequency estimates. The work by [51] proposes a method to estimate the number of distinct elements in a time series, and obtain the bounds on the true number of unique elements. The paper models the dataset as a bipartite graph and reduces the unique counting process to a max-flow problem, allowing the utilization of standard algorithms for bipartite maximum matching to solve unique counting problem. Furthermore, Kalemaj et al. [53] proposed a mechanism that achieves a logarithmic error bound for releasing distinct elements with insertions and deletions in a finite time series, under item-level differential privacy, which considers neighboring datasets.

\(^1\)The error bound of [49] in the table is the \( L_2 \) norm error.
differing by more than one element deletion. Epasto et al. [54] presented the first work to release differentially private \( \ell_0 \) frequency moments, denoted as \( \sum_i f_i^p \). Notably, when \( p = 1 \), the frequency moment reduces to distinct counting. Practically, Zhang et al. [55] propose DP-SQLP, the first differentially private stream aggregation processing system, which has been implemented for Google Shopping and is planned for future application to Google Trends.

### 3.4 Downstream Applications Based on Count Queries

The application of differential privacy in count queries primarily involves releasing histograms and monitoring anomalies. Recent research [56] has demonstrated that employing subsampling and filtering techniques can reduce the sensitivity of real-time series, thereby enhancing the utility of differentially private mechanisms applied to such data. To improve utility, these mechanisms [18, 57, 58, 59] typically employ sampling to reduce the number of elements needing protection and filtering to mitigate the impact of added noise. Additionally, some mechanisms leverage pufferfish privacy [60, 61], which introduces less noise while achieving similar privacy guarantees. The details of these mechanisms are as follows. Fan et al. [18] introduced a mechanism for collecting count query results under the FAST framework, which employs filtering and adaptive sampling techniques to satisfy CDP. In a separate work, Fan et al. [57] applied the FAST framework for anomaly detection, specifically for detecting epidemic outbreaks. Li et al. [58] proposed a mechanism that only releases the histogram when it significantly differs from previous values, with the threshold adjusted according to feedback from the control system. Wang et al. [59] proposed a framework called SecWeb, following the idea of FAST under \( w \)-event level differential privacy. In addition to adaptive sampling and filtering, SecWeb incorporates dynamic grouping and injects Laplace noise based on the groups rather than individual elements. Wang et al. [8] proposed the first mechanism to achieve almost local differential privacy (LDP) under the \( w \)-event privacy model. Their approach involves employing multiple agents to collect data from users and release sanitized data to an untrusted third party. Liang et al. [60] introduced a mechanism for releasing web browsing histograms under the pufferfish privacy framework, which is beneficial for perturbing correlated data. Their proposed mechanism includes a model to quantify privacy leakage arising from temporal correlations and presents three strategies to enhance the model’s efficiency: bounding the number of secret pairs, limiting the session length, and avoiding repetitive computations. Ding et al. [61] proposed a mechanism within the framework of pufferfish privacy to make the time and occurrence of an element indistinguishable.

Based on count queries, mechanisms proposed under the local differential privacy (LDP) framework are commonly used to estimate statistics. To conserve the privacy budget under LDP, a memoization technique [62] was proposed, which stores sanitized versions of all values for further release. [63] improved upon memoization by incorporating hashing. However, memoization may leak privacy in the presence of a knowledgeable adversary who can potentially derive changes without prior knowledge. Xue et al. [64] introduced a difference tree-based mechanism that applies fresh perturbation at each timestamp under user-level privacy, enabling the aggregation of statistics without violating changing points. Additionally, [65] proposed a method to reduce the item domain, thereby enhancing utility. Beyond memoization based methods, He et al. [66] proposed a privacy budget allocation strategy to enhance the utility of frequency release under \( w \)-event level condensed local differential privacy (CLDP) [67]. In their approach, the allocated privacy budget depends on the predicted elements, determined via a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. In other applications, Feng et al. [68] proposed a mechanism to estimate the distribution of infinite time series while satisfying user-level differential privacy. Their approach achieves reasonable utility by bounding privacy leakage and optimizing the allocation of the privacy budget. Li et al. [69] introduced the first work on collecting the top-\( k \) items from a time series while satisfying event-level local differential privacy and adhering to a bounded memory space constraint. Their proposed mechanisms are based on the HeavyGuardian data structure, which maintains the frequently occurring elements while evicting the infrequent ones. Additionally, Gu et al. [70] introduced a mechanism under pattern-level privacy, which is similar to \( w \)-event level privacy but does not require successions. To privately release critical patterns (i.e., subsequences
of elements in a time series), their mechanism perturbs the existence of each element, thereby providing a privacy guarantee.

4 Differential Privacy for Sum/Mean Queries

This section provides a comprehensive review of the literature concerning sum and mean queries within the differential privacy framework. It explores the concept of sum/mean queries, the basic queries, and the downstream applications.

4.1 Essential Information of Sum/Mean Queries

While preserving the occurrence of an element in a time series is important, maintaining the accuracy of the element’s value is equally crucial. To ensure precise results for queries such as sum or mean, small deviations in the perturbation process are necessary. Since the mean is directly correlated to the sum, we discuss sum and mean queries together.

The sum query can be denoted as

\[ F_{\text{sum}}(T, S) = \sum_{i=1}^{T} S_i, \]

where \( T \) represents the timestamp for sum release and \( S \) is the corresponding time Series. The range query on sum is

\[ F_{\text{rsum}}((T_1, T_2), S) = \sum_{i=T_1}^{T_2} S_i, \]

where \((T_1, T_2)\) represents the query range, and \( S \) is the corresponding time Series.

As for the mean query, it can be denoted as

\[ F_{\text{mean}}(T, S) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=1}^{T} S_i, \]

where \( T \) represents the timestamp for mean release, and \( S \) is the corresponding time Series. Another common mean query is to release the mean at a timestamp from users’ time series,

\[ F_{\text{rtm}}(t, S) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_{t_{u_i}}, \]

where \( S_{t_{u_i}} \) represents the value at timestamp \( t \) from the user \( u_i \), and \( n \) is the number of users.

4.2 Basic Sum/Mean Queries

There have proposed a line of work to release sum/mean queries under differential privacy, with a brief summary provided in Table 2. The pioneering work by Bolot et al. [71] was the first to study the continual decaying sums problem. They explored three variants: the window sum (range sum query), which releases the sum of \( W \) consecutive elements; the exponential decay sum, which releases the sum of elements weighted by an exponential function; and the polynomial sum, which releases the sum of elements weighted by a polynomial function. Henzinger et al. [72] also investigated the continual decaying sum problem. Their work introduced the use of the Gaussian mechanism for adding noise and derived tighter error bounds. In contrast, Dong et al. [48]

\[ \text{The error bound of [72] in the table is the } L_2 \text{ norm error.} \]
Additionally, their work introduced the first mechanism to release time series under LDP with a threshold for error between the true result and the estimated one. Their proposed mechanism cannot handle infinite time series, so they claim that most queries focus on a limited range, allowing for truncation of the infinite time series.

Due to utility considerations, existing mechanisms for downstream applications based on sum and mean queries primarily operate under event-level privacy or w-event level privacy. Perrier et al. [76] introduced a differentially private mechanism for publishing statistics of real-valued time series under event-level privacy, such as moving averages derived from energy data collected through smart meters. Their approach addresses scenarios where the bound on observations is either overly conservative or unknown, which is crucial for real-time monitoring applications. The proposed mechanism optimizes utility by scaling the added noise to the threshold value instead of a potentially larger bound, thereby improving accuracy. To enable real-time computation of the mean at any timestamp from users’ time series under w-event LDP, Wang et al. [77] proposed sampling strategy to select important elements and a privacy budget allocation strategy according to the importance of the elements. However, the sampling process may inadvertently reveal some private information due to the intentional selection. Kurt et al. [78] proposed an online anomaly detection method for networks based on the cumulative sum algorithm, satisfying event-level (ε, δ)-differential privacy. Their approach adds noise to the statistic at each timestamp from each network node, operating under event-level privacy, and then derives the mean from the data of all nodes. This allows for detecting anomalies by monitoring changes in the released means.

### 4.3 Downstream Applications Based on Sum/Mean Queries

Due to utility considerations, existing mechanisms for downstream applications based on sum and mean queries primarily operate under event-level privacy or w-event level privacy. Perrier et al. [76] introduced a differentially private mechanism for publishing statistics of real-valued time series under event-level privacy, such as moving averages derived from energy data collected through smart meters. Their approach addresses scenarios where the bound on observations is either overly conservative or unknown, which is crucial for real-time monitoring applications. The proposed mechanism optimizes utility by scaling the added noise to the threshold value instead of a potentially larger bound, thereby improving accuracy. To enable real-time computation of the mean at any timestamp from users’ time series under w-event LDP, Wang et al. [77] proposed sampling strategy to select important elements and a privacy budget allocation strategy according to the importance of the elements. However, the sampling process may inadvertently reveal some private information due to the intentional selection. Kurt et al. [78] proposed an online anomaly detection method for networks based on the cumulative sum algorithm, satisfying event-level (ε, δ)-differential privacy. Their approach adds noise to the statistic at each timestamp from each network node, operating under event-level privacy, and then derives the mean from the data of all nodes. This allows for detecting anomalies by monitoring changes in the released means.

---

**Table 2:** The table provides a brief summary of sum-based queries, where \( \phi(D_t) \) denotes the maximum contribution from any user at time \( t \), \( \theta \) is a small constant, \( W \) is the window length, \( \beta \) is the confidence parameter, \( \alpha \) indicates the exponential decay parameter, \( c \) represents the polynomial decay parameter, \( H_{T,2c} \) is the generalized Harmonic sum, \( S_{T,2a} \) is a defined series sum with \( a > 1 \).
5 Differential Privacy for Time Series Release

Time series release aims to publicly share private time series while preserving privacy. Value perturbation methods add noise to the data values, often using sampling and adaptive budget allocation for utility. While temporal perturbation methods dispatch elements across timestamps to obfuscate event timings, avoiding value distortion but risking empty releases or collisions.

5.1 Value Perturbation Based Methods

Time series release aims to directly publicize the time series for downstream tasks. Since time series release focuses on preserving the accuracy of values, privacy budget allocation is critical for controlling added noise and minimizing distortion. Therefore, a sampling-based method is often employed to select crucial elements according to the tasks, reducing the number of points requiring privacy budget allocation and enhancing utility. Additionally, to further improve the utility of the released data, a post-processing step can be adopted to correct the noisy data using prior knowledge. The outline of time series release is summarized in Fig. 5.

![Figure 5: The outline of time series release under differential privacy.](image)

5.1.1 Privacy Budget Allocation Strategies

User-level privacy protects the elements from any user but requires a larger privacy budget for reasonable utility, particularly challenging for time series release. Conversely, event-level privacy safeguards individual elements, yet may not suffice for comprehensive privacy guarantees. To balance the privacy levels, Kellaris et al. [19] first proposed $w$-event level privacy under CDP. By leveraging $w$-event level privacy, sanitized time series can offer better privacy guarantees than event-level privacy and higher utility than user-level privacy. To optimize the advantages of $w$-event level privacy, Kellaris et al. [19] proposed two privacy budget allocation strategies. Building upon the ideas of the budget distribution and absorption strategies in [19], Ren et al. [79] proposed corresponding strategies under LDP framework. To mitigate the utility degradation caused by dividing the privacy budget, the authors divide the users instead, with each user reporting only one timestamp within a $w$-length window. Several sampling-based methods have been developed to reduce the number of elements requiring a privacy budget, with adaptive budget allocation based on element importance. Wang et al. [80] introduced RescueDP, a scheme for real-time publishing of spatio-temporal crowd-sourced data with $w$-event level CDP, integrating adaptive sampling, privacy budget allocation, dynamic grouping, perturbation, and filtering techniques. The adaptive sampling component adjusts sampling rates based on data changes, ensuring efficient resource utilization. The privacy budget allocation mechanism dynamically distributes the privacy budget for sampling points across successive timestamps. Zhang et al. [81] proposed Re-DPcoor, a real-time health data releasing scheme ensuring $w$-event level CDP, enhancing utility with a partition algorithm safeguarding health data patterns and improving privacy through adaptive sampling and budget allocation. He et al. [66] introduced a new privacy concept using condensed local differential privacy (CLDP) [67] for $w$-event level privacy, aiming to enhance utility. They save privacy budget from empty releases and reallocate it to released elements, and utilize a PID controller-based method for adaptive budget allocation. However, this approach may inadvertently disclose private information through omitted empty points.
5.1.2 Optimization Strategies

Leveraging the correlations present in time series, the pre-processing or post-processing methods can be applied to improve the utility of the perturbed data. Ren et al. [82] addressed privacy challenges in high-dimensional crowdsourced data by proposing LoPub, an LDP data publication algorithm under event-level privacy. They use expectation maximization (EM) and Lasso regression to efficiently estimate multivariate joint distributions, identifying attribute correlations to reduce data dimensionality for distribution learning speed and utility improvements. Wang et al. [83] proposed the methods, LoCop and DR LoCop, for releasing high-dimensional crowdsourced data under event-level LDP. The methods comprise four integrated components: a transformation component that ensures LDP by hashing and randomizing the data, an estimation component that infers probability distributions from the resulting Bloom filter strings, a computation component that derives marginal distributions and captures dependencies among dimensions, and a sampling component that generates a new synthetic dataset based on the computed distributions and dependencies. Fioretto and Hentenryck [84] introduced OptStream, a method for releasing time series under $w$-event level, which extends to handling hierarchical streams like energy profiles, making it applicable beyond its original energy domain. OptStream involves four key steps: sampling points for private measurement, perturbing them for privacy, reconstructing non-sampled points, and post-processing with convex optimization to improve accuracy by redistributing added noise. Zhang et al. [85] introduced a method for releasing differentially private sequential data using first-order autoregressive processes under user-level privacy. Their approach estimates unreleased data from previously released data by leveraging learned correlations, without requiring prior knowledge. The estimated data is combined with the observed data and perturbed with calibrated noise at each timestamp, facilitating real-time data release. Li et al. [86] proposed a framework for locally private stream data release that employs shuffling and subsampling techniques. Their approach maintains utility in the context of continual data collection by sampling a subset of users at each timestamp. An optimal sample size is determined to reduce redundant data and enhance utility, and the framework incorporates pre-processing within the shuffler to mitigate bias arising from distributed sampling. Besides pre- or post-processing methods, Bao et al. [87] proposed a mechanism based on the assumption of data fluctuation. Since time series may not change significantly over time, this mechanism formalizes the correlation between elements, allowing a later element to be represented by previous elements. To protect privacy, noise is added to the correlation.

5.2 Synthesis Based Methods

Directly releasing users’ data poses significant risks of privacy breaches. An alternative approach is to train a synthesis model under strict privacy conditions and then release the data generated by this model for downstream tasks. To synthesize time series data under DP, one method involves first estimating the relevant statistics and then generating the synthetic data based on these estimations. Additionally, the advent of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) under DP [88, 89] has facilitated the use of deep learning algorithms to generate data, thereby enhancing both privacy protection and data accuracy.

5.2.1 Synthesis Based on Statistics

Synthesis mechanisms based on statistical features first capture the statistical characteristics from datasets under DP. Subsequently, new data is generated according to these estimated statistics. He et al. [90] introduced an efficient polynomial-time algorithm for generating online differentially private synthetic data under event-level privacy from a continuous time series within the hypercube $[0, 1]^d$. The algorithm achieves near-optimal accuracy bounds in 1-Wasserstein distance and extends previous work to include Lipschitz queries. By utilizing an online hierarchical partitioning approach and a novel Inhomogeneous Sparse Counting Algorithm, the method maintains strong privacy guarantees while ensuring high utility for infinite time horizons. To achieve a higher privacy level, Bun et al. [91] focused on generating differentially private synthetic data through statistical estimation under user-level CDP. They proposed algorithms that maintain the accuracy of fixed time window and cumulative
time queries, ensuring minimal error while preserving privacy. Their approach involves a two-stage process that combines noisy estimates with post-processing techniques to ensure consistency and accuracy in synthetic data generation.

5.2.2 Synthesis Based on Generative Models

In addition to statistics-based mechanisms, another method for synthesizing time series is through Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). Unlike other data types, time series requires consideration of temporal correlations. Frigerio et al. [92] presented a framework for releasing high-quality open data while ensuring user privacy through DP, addressing both continuous and discrete data. By leveraging deep learning and generative models with long short-term memory networks, the framework maintains data utility and correlations, introducing innovations such as clipping decay to optimize performance. Wang et al. [93] introduced PART-GAN, a privacy-preserving generative model designed for time series augmentation and sharing. PART-GAN combines Conditional and Temporal Generative Adversarial Networks (CT-GAN) with differential privacy mechanisms, enabling the generation of unlimited synthetic data that addresses issues of incomplete and irregularly sampled time series. Torfi et al. [94] proposed a mechanism to generate high-quality synthetic health record data while ensuring privacy using Rényi Differential Privacy (RDP). Their framework combines convolutional autoencoders and convolutional generative adversarial networks (CGAN) to effectively handle both discrete and continuous data, preserving temporal and feature correlations. For specific applications, Lamp et al. [95] introduced GlucoSynth, a novel privacy-preserving GAN framework designed to generate high-quality synthetic glucose traces while maintaining strong differential privacy guarantees. By focusing on preserving the relationships among glucose events (motifs) and temporal dynamics, GlucoSynth addresses the unique challenges of synthesizing glucose data.

5.3 Discussion

The aforementioned release mechanisms modify the values of the original time series, which can degrade utility in value-critical scenarios. For elements in a time series where occurrence indicates more sensitive information, temporal perturbation can be employed to avoid distorting the original values. Ye et al. [74] first proposed a method to achieve temporal perturbation in the local setting, maintaining the privacy guarantee while enhancing utility. As illustrated in Fig. 6, unlike value perturbation that directly modifies the original values by adding LDP noise, temporal perturbation dispatches elements across different timestamps. This obfuscates the precise occurrence times, preventing adversaries from determining the exact event timings. However, temporal perturbation can lead to issues such as delayed releases, empty releases (where no elements are dispatched to certain timestamps), and element substitutions, resulting in missing data. To address these issues, Ye et al. [75] proposed a bi-directional perturbation mechanism that eliminates collisions during the dispatching process, ensuring that elements are only delayed. Furthermore, Mao et al. [96] extended the definition to a metric-based version tailored for anomaly detection, aiming to reduce collisions involving anomalous elements. However, these proposed mechanisms [74, 75, 96] primarily address event-level privacy concerns, leaving room for enhancements to achieve higher levels of privacy.

![Figure 6](image-url)
6 Differential Privacy for Location Based Services

Location Based Service (LBS) is a crucial application of mobile computing that provides personalized services based on users’ geographical locations. These services, ranging from navigation assistance to location-based recommendations, require continuous collection and analysis of users’ location data, often in the form of trajectories.

A trajectory is a specific type of time series that comprises spatial-temporal data. It can be regarded as a sequence of time-ordered points, denoted as $T = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_T\}$, where $p_i$ represents a location and $T$ is the length of the trajectory. Compared with other time series, the correlations within trajectory data are more pronounced due to the constraints imposed by spatial variation. Regarding privacy levels for trajectory data, location privacy corresponds to event-level privacy, providing protection for individual locations, whereas trajectory privacy safeguards the entire trajectory.

In this section, we introduce mechanisms for handling trajectory data under differential privacy, organized according to utility improvement in location perturbation, privacy preservation against temporal correlation, and trajectory release. These mechanisms ensure that the privacy of individual locations and movements is preserved while maintaining the utility of the data for analysis and service provision.

6.1 Location Perturbation Based on Geo-indistinguishability

For meaningful outputs in LBS, the perturbed location should not deviate excessively from the actual one. As illustrated in Fig. 7, constraining the perturbation domain is essential for improving utility; otherwise, a large perturbation domain yields less useful results. For example, perturbing Paris to London is impractical [29]. Therefore, a metric-based privacy notion, $\epsilon$-geo-indistinguishability, is proposed. Specifically, a user’s level of privacy is defined as $\ell = \epsilon r$, where $r$ is the radius of the perturbation domain, corresponding to $r_i$ in Fig. 7. Here is the formal definition of geo-indistinguishability.

**Definition 6.1:** [Geo-indistinguishability [29]] Given any two locations $x$ and $x'$ ($d(x, x') \leq r$), a randomized mechanism $M$ satisfies $\epsilon$-geo-indistinguishability iff

$$\Pr[M(x) \in Z] \leq e^{\epsilon d(x, x')} \Pr[M(x') \in Z],$$

where $Z \subseteq \mathcal{Z}$ is the possible output domain, where $d(x, x')$ represents a distance measure between $x$ and $x'$.

Since the inception of geo-indistinguishability, numerous enhancements have been made to improve the privacy notion from various perspectives. To enhance the calculation efficiency, Bordenabe et al. [97] proposed a method to optimize the trade-off between geo-indistinguishability and service quality in location privacy, employing linear programming to minimize service quality loss while ensuring optimal privacy guarantees. By reducing the number of constraints from cubic to quadratic, their approach significantly improves computational efficiency. Building on the concept of geo-indistinguishability, Weggenmann and Kerschbaum [98] introduced the notion of directional privacy, a relaxation of pure differential privacy that performs effectively in the local model. To enhance practical utility, Zhao et al. [99] proposed geo-ellipse-indistinguishability to protect individual location data in directional distribution analysis. This method incorporates the covariance matrix to account for dispersion and orientation of community locations, using elliptical noise instead of circular noise. The proposed mechanisms, based on gamma and multivariate normal distributions, ensure higher probabilities of randomized locations aligning with community location trends while maintaining statistical quality. Liang and Yi [100] further advanced the concept of geo-indistinguishability by introducing concentrated geo-privacy, an update from the CDP version. This approach supports advanced composition mechanisms for high-dimensional data and achieves a lower noise scale, thereby enhancing overall privacy protection while maintaining utility. Zhao and Chen [101] proposed vector-indistinguishability (vector-ind) to enhance location privacy by preserving distance.
Figure 7: A traditional DP mechanism (illustrated in the left-hand figure) involves a perturbation domain (green area) for a location that is typically large, resulting in low utility for the perturbed location. To improve utility while providing useful services, a metric-based privacy notion, geo-indistinguishability, is introduced to control the perturbation (illustrated in the right-hand figure). A smaller distance \( r_i \) leads to higher utility but offers less privacy. Therefore, it is important to balance the trade off between utility and privacy when designing mechanisms under geo-indistinguishability.

and direction dependencies between successive locations. They introduced four mechanisms using Laplace and Uniform distributions to achieve vector-ind, maintaining data utility while ensuring CDP.

Several mechanisms have been proposed to address various privacy issues across numerous scenarios based on geo-indistinguishability. Yu et al. [102] proposed PIVE, a dynamic differential location privacy framework that integrates geo-indistinguishability and expected inference error to protect against inference attacks. PIVE operates in two phases: First, it identifies a protection location set based on user-defined error thresholds and prior knowledge; And then, it generates pseudo-locations within this set, ensuring differential privacy. This approach enables adaptive, personalized privacy settings tailored to individual user needs and location-based service requirements, thereby enhancing both privacy preservation and utility. Cao et al. [103] extended differential privacy to define \( \varepsilon \)-spatiotemporal event privacy and proposed a framework to quantify its protection level in existing location privacy-preserving mechanisms. They demonstrated their framework by adapting the Planar Laplace Mechanism for geo-indistinguishability to ensure spatiotemporal event privacy while maintaining linear computational complexity. Niu et al. [104] introduced Eclipse, a mechanism that combines geo-indistinguishability, k-anonymity, and expected inference error to protect location privacy against long-term observation attacks. Eclipse obfuscates user locations within an anonymity set, minimizing privacy leakage while maintaining service usability and correctness. Qiu et al. [105] tackled the Vehicle-based spatial crowdsourcing Location Privacy (VLP) problem, aiming to minimize travel cost distortion while preserving location privacy over road networks. They redefined geo-indistinguishability based on path distance and approximated the VLP problem as a linear programming formulation through discretization. To improve time efficiency, they proposed a two-layer optimization algorithm and analyzed the trade-off between privacy and quality of service. Haydari et al. [106] proposed a differential privacy-based map-matching algorithm (DPMM) for protecting user privacy in mobility data. DPMM generates privatized link-level location trajectories by incorporating road characteristics such as capacity and functional role. The algorithm adaptively selects the noise level based on link density, effectively balancing privacy preservation and trajectory accuracy.

6.2 Privacy Preservation Against Temporal Correlation

Due to the intrinsic features of location data, temporal correlations pose significant privacy issues when handling locations. Specifically, an adversary can infer information about a location based on its preceding or succeeding elements. For instance, Shao et al. [20] proposed iTracker, a framework designed to recover multiple trajectories from differentially private data using a structured sparsity model. iTracker leverages interdependencies among
locations to enhance recovery accuracy, effectively challenging existing Laplace perturbation-based location protection mechanisms. To address privacy risks posed by temporal correlations in location data, numerous mechanisms have been proposed. Xiao and Xiong [107] introduced a solution that preserves location privacy with rigorous differential privacy guarantees by proposing $\delta$-location set, which accounts for temporal correlations in location data. They also introduced the sensitivity hull to capture geometric sensitivity in multidimensional space and presented the planar isotropic mechanism (PIM), an efficient location perturbation method that achieves optimal utility while meeting differential privacy requirements. Cao et al. [21] first investigated the privacy loss of CDP mechanisms under temporal correlations and introduced the concept of Temporal Privacy Leakage (TPL). They proposed an efficient algorithm to calculate TPL and designed methods to convert traditional DP mechanisms to ones that mitigate TPL, ensuring privacy over continuous data releases by bounding the leakage within a defined parameter $\alpha$. Xiao et al. [22] proposed LocLok, a system that protects user locations with differential privacy by modeling temporal correlations using a hidden Markov model and applying PIM for optimal noise addition. LocLok generates possible locations via the Markov model, perturbs them with PIM, and infers true locations within a set of all possible locations, ensuring robust local privacy even when adversaries have access to historical location data. Liu et al. [108] protected location privacy by analyzing the impact of temporal-spatial correlations and proposing new privacy definitions, introducing Bayesian-based geo-indistinguishability to better evaluate and enhance privacy levels. Their method optimally allocates noise among spatially and temporally correlated locations, effectively protecting sensitive locations within a trajectory while achieving differential privacy. Ma et al. [109] proposed RPTR under $w$-event level CDP to protect real-time vehicle trajectory data. They employed dynamic sampling and ensemble Kalman filters, utilizing a position transfer probability matrix to infer correlations and ensure accurate predictions while balancing data availability and privacy. Additionally, they introduced a regional privacy weight mechanism to enhance protection in high-density areas, thereby ensuring higher prediction accuracy and adaptability across different scenarios. Cao et al. [110] propose a post-processing framework to enhance the utility of differentially private streaming data releases by leveraging temporal correlations. They modeled the problem as a maximum a posterior estimation, transformed it into a nonlinear constrained programming problem, and used a transition matrix to incorporate both probabilistic and deterministic constraints. Ahuja et al. [111] proposed a method to release histogram information from trajectories under user-level CDP. To enhance utility, they introduced a method based on variational autoencoders to refine the histograms by utilizing the correlations of histograms.

### 6.3 Trajectory Release Based on Perturbation or Synthesis

As location-based services (LBS) become increasingly integral to everyday applications, ensuring the privacy of users while maintaining the utility of location data remains a critical challenge. Various mechanisms have been proposed to address this issue, each focusing on different aspects of location privacy and data utility. Wang et al. [112] introduced L-SRR, the first LDP framework for location-based services, enhancing utility while ensuring strict privacy. The proposed staircase randomized response mechanism perturbs user locations using optimized probabilities, significantly improving utility for applications such as traffic density estimation and k-nearest neighbor queries. Cunningham [113] introduced a locally differentially private mechanism for trajectory data sharing that integrates public knowledge to enhance utility while ensuring privacy. This mechanism perturbs hierarchically-structured n-grams of trajectory data to capture spatio-temporal relationships, leveraging public data without compromising privacy. Zhang et al. [114] proposed a trajectory perturbation mechanism under user-level LDP that enhances privacy by using adjacent direction information to connect neighboring points. They introduce a two-stage pivot sampling process utilizing bi-directional clues from pivots, and an anchor-based method to restrict the spatial region of trajectories.

Synthetic trajectory generation has emerged as another promising solution, allowing for the publication of useful data without compromising individual privacy. Gursoy et al. [115] presented DP-Star, a framework for publishing trajectory data that ensures differential privacy while maintaining high utility. DP-Star normalizes
raw trajectories using representative points, constructs a density-aware grid to preserve spatial densities, and employs a private Markov mobility model to maintain correlations and intra-trajectory mobility. This results in synthetic trajectory datasets that are both privacy-preserving and useful for various data mining tasks. Moreover, Gursoy et al. [116] presented AdaTrace, a scalable location trace synthesizer that achieves statistical privacy, deterministic attack resilience, and strong utility preservation. AdaTrace generates differentially private synthetic traces through a four-phase process: feature extraction, noise injection, and utility-aware synthesis. The synthetic traces preserve utility-critical information and are robust against Bayesian inference, partial sniffing, and outlier leakage attacks, ensuring privacy without significant utility loss. Du et al. [117] introduced LDPTrace, a locally differentially private framework for synthesizing realistic trajectories with minimal computational cost and strong privacy guarantees. LDPTrace captures key movement patterns from users’ trajectories, ensuring robust statistical privacy and resilience against attacks. Extensive evaluations demonstrate that LDPTrace generates authentic trajectories without external knowledge, outperforming existing methods in terms of utility and privacy protection. Hu et al. [118] introduced RetraSyn under \( w \)-event level LDP, aimed at real-time trajectory synthesis while ensuring data privacy. RetraSyn leverages mobility patterns from trajectory streams and incorporates a global mobility model, dynamic update mechanisms, and Markov-based synthesis to generate realistic trajectories. This framework effectively captures complex spatial-temporal contexts and employs adaptive privacy budget allocation strategies, ensuring authenticity and practicality in diverse real-world scenarios. Sun et al. [119] proposed SPRT, a method for synthesizing private and realistic vehicle trajectories by incorporating geographic structures into differential privacy mechanisms. SPRT constructs a geography-aware grid to capture accurate mobility patterns and defines a moveable constraint based on real-world conditions, enhancing both summary-level statistics and individual-level mobility patterns.

7 Open Challenges

Although many mechanisms have been proposed to handle time series under differential privacy, several issues still need to be addressed. In this section, the challenges will be introduced according to privacy model, potential attacks, data type, and learning based problems.

7.1 Privacy Model

The privacy model is a crucial factor in differential privacy. As aforementioned, there are three privacy levels when handling time series [19]. Event-level privacy guarantees the privacy of a single element in a time series, making it easier to implement since the sensitivity of an individual element in neighboring datasets is simpler to measure. In contrast, user-level privacy provides a higher privacy guarantee and is more practical in real-world applications. However, bounding the sensitivity of a single user’s participation is challenging, making the allocation of the privacy budget more complex. Additionally, utility issues become more pronounced when dealing with infinite time series.

Several research works have explored handling infinite time series under user-level privacy with specific conditions. Dong et al. [48] introduced mechanisms for basic queries such as count and sum. These mechanisms are based on event-level privacy approaches and are adapted to user-level privacy by bounding the maximum changes of a single user in a time series. For LDP, Xue et al. [64] proposed a mechanism for count queries, but it requires that the time series does not fluctuate significantly. Feng et al. [68] proposed a strategy that randomly allocates the privacy budget according to a converging sum series.

Therefore, improving the utility of infinite time series under user-level differential privacy is an intriguing future direction. Beyond basic queries, efforts can be made to accommodate specific queries or applications. Key challenges include accurately measuring data sensitivity and effectively allocating the privacy budget. Overcoming these challenges can enhance the practical utility of differential privacy mechanisms for managing
infinite time series under user-level privacy.

7.2 Temporal Correlation Based Attacks

Compared to other data types, the correlation in time series is more pronounced. Due to the inherent sequential nature of time series, each element is often directly influenced by its predecessors. Various works have employed the Markov model to capture and represent these correlations under DP [21, 22, 115]. In the context of the Markov model, an element is directly influenced only by its immediate neighboring element. Consequently, the influence of previous elements is implicitly carried forward through the chain of direct dependencies between neighboring elements. Since time series are always modeled explicitly, this simplicity can result in the model overlooking long-term information that extend beyond immediate neighbors. To capture such information, more complex models like the long short-term memory network [3] are needed. Moreover, for specific types of time series such as trajectories, public knowledge can introduce additional privacy issues. For example, certain perturbations may be impossible due to physical world limitations. In summary, compared with single data points, elements in time series are at a greater risk of privacy leakage. This suggests a potential direction for research: attacking existing privacy mechanisms by exploiting these correlations and to design new mechanisms that account for the inherent dependencies in time series.

7.3 Complex Data Type

Most current works can only handle simple time series with high utility, such as one value at each timestamp. However, real-world data are more complex, and mechanisms should be designed to handle this complexity. Here are two examples:

First, sensor data are often multi-dimensional and correlated across each dimension. This complexity requires mechanisms capable of managing and analyzing data with multiple interacting variables. Traditional methods that handle single-dimensional elements at each timestamp are insufficient for capturing the nuances of multi-dimensional sensor data. For example, environmental sensors may collect temperature, humidity, and air pressure simultaneously. Analyzing these factors independently can miss critical interactions and patterns, such as how temperature changes might influence humidity levels during users’ activities. Therefore, advanced methods must be developed to process and interpret multi-dimensional sensor data effectively.

Second, the element at each timestamp can be intricate. For instance, social networks change over time, making real-time analysis of such dynamic networks complicated. Managing the evolution of relationships and interactions within the network adds a layer of complexity beyond time series analysis. Additionally, privacy concerns in such contexts extend beyond the temporal dimension to include graph privacy, encompassing node-level privacy and edge-level privacy. Mechanisms must account for these additional privacy requirements to ensure data protection while enabling real-time analysis.

7.4 Learning Based Problems

Current DP mechanisms are primarily designed for basic queries, such as count, mean, and frequency. However, time series without privacy concerns are often used for more complex downstream tasks, such as classification and clustering. These tasks require a deeper understanding and manipulation of the data, going beyond simple statistical queries. To accommodate more practical downstream tasks, it is essential to develop DP mechanisms that can support these sophisticated operations effectively, ensuring both the utility and privacy of the data.

A reasonable solution is to generate synthetic time series from the real dataset. Synthetic approach allows the fundamental features of the time series to be captured while protecting the privacy of the underlying data. Since the features of time series are complex and extend beyond basic statistics, traditional statistical methods are insufficient for capturing these intricate patterns. For example, critical patterns such as seasonal trends, cyclic
behaviors, and sudden anomalies are vital in time series analysis but are not adequately addressed by basic statistical methods.

Therefore, learning-based methods are preferable for generating synthetic time series. These methods can model and replicate the complex dependencies and structures inherent in time series. For instance, the method proposed by Lamp et al. [95] for synthesizing glucose traces exemplifies how deep learning can be applied to generate realistic and privacy-preserving synthetic data. Predictably, more and more application-specific mechanisms will be proposed.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a comprehensive survey on handling time series under differential privacy. We begin by introducing the basic concepts of time series and differential privacy, along with relevant definitions. Our survey starts with an exploration of two basic queries: count queries and sum/mean queries. For each query type, we first explain the concept of the basic query, then review the core techniques or developments related to the queries, and finally discuss the advanced queries derived from the basic ones. At the end of each query section, we review the downstream tasks based on these queries. Subsequently, we introduce mechanisms for time series release, categorizing them into value perturbation based methods and synthetic generation based methods. Additionally, we dedicate a separate section to location-based services (LBS), as they are common application scenarios for time series. We review relevant papers for LBS according to two popular privacy issues and the demands of trajectory release. Finally, we illustrate four open challenges and suggest future directions.
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